Pro Tem Advisor
Freshmen Exhibit Creative Art;
Modern Norwegian Craft Displayed

Creativity draws freshmen: art students are on exhibit at Tweed hall. These art works are the results of two problems presented to the class: namely, composition in charcoals by Tanne exterior architecture in wood.
The motion to propose a parking ban, which would drastically restrict parking around UMD, was brought by a group of property owners who became concerned about a large number of parked automobiles among students. It is regrettable that some thoughtless people would leave their automobiles unattended in the city for an entire day. The driveway for a number of hours, often depriving him of the use of his car for that period. We feel that a stiff fine is proper in such a case.

But, if students are deprived of parking space around the college, it will not be a new group of homeowners. The City Council has the rights and privileges of 1500 students at UMD to consider, in addition to the relatively few complainers. No one need be unkind to any individual, but it is not enough to be made a "no parking" are, and fine other motorists parking and driving illegally. By making Fifth street a one-way street, cars could be parked on both sides.

Mr. Anderson has been in Cleveland since 1927, and has on the syndicate block for many years. In his experiences, he feels that a stiff fine is proper in such a case.

Proposed Parking Ban on Arrowhead Road this morning and it was only after a number of hours, often depriving him of the use of his car for that period. We feel that a stiff fine is proper in such a case.

Fifth street is not busy enough to be made a "no parking" area, and fine other motorists parking and driving illegally. By making Fifth street a one-way street, cars could be parked on both sides.

The presentation of Miss Tourell in open concert will be the Musician's Musical Society's second such activity of the current season. Separate admissions are available to music students.

"Strictly" Location Ideal Book
By Herbert Taylor

"Strictly" Freshman, I'm going to let it be "a novel in woodcuts by Lynd Ward." Fascinating book," thought "Strictly," as he perused the pages. "Seems to be concerned with that painting painter who had his soul to Satan in exchange for a miraculous palm brush. It's nice to see some character." Batman Comics."

I wish all books were like that."

Other fresh and upper-class men, even the literatums, can more or less cloth and uncloth with words. They might follow "Strictly's" example and spend a half-hour reading "God's Man.""

To be something of a literary originality, the book will be the work of one of our country's leading exponents of that most fascinating artistic medium, words."

Pop to Bebop By Tom Atwood

A number of interesting developments in popular music, which may have escaped notice by the casual listener, have occurred in the past three years and more particularly, in the latter part of 1946. Probably most obvious to the layman have been the tremendous variety of small bands of the King Cole variety and the sudden upsurge into national prominence of large orchestras using intelligent and complicated arranging reminiscent of, and sometimes surpassing, the best of modern symphonies in imagination and originality.

An excellent example of the latter may be found in Stan Kenton's band. Four years ago it was an almost unknown West Coast outfit, and now after a six month disbandment, and the charismatic and financial backing to prepare concert dates, several of Kenton's most recent recordings are "Mack the Knife," (which has a high register trumpet solo), "Blues for the Alton" (an elevated novich), "Concert to End All Concerts," "Two for the Road," and "Willow Weep for Me" featuring June Christie.

The interesting addition to popular music is Bebop, which apparently did not develop from the brains of Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker, Thelonious Monk (so help me!), and a very few others. Bebop is almost impossible to describe, so if you're curious, I'll just recommend you to several albums featuring the artists mentioned above. But I want you to expect to win and not to lose in the wit of a simple listener.

Male Eyes "New Look"
By Stan Jurkowsky

A speedy scrutiny of downtown display windows revealed that the latest style creations still look better on mannequins than on dummies of the citizenry. However, one eye-inspiring ensemble upon which I clamped a brazen leer would definitely correspond. "Skirt-creepers", masculine blood on a "new look" were draped on something warm and white. Being barren of fashionable phrases, I must employ my own crude terms of description. It was a dramatic black rayon crepe affair with a gentle blushing bustline. The slender figure of a pretty Miss方向盘. Downright fetching. For someone tall and slim, I might suggest something like a Greek goddess gown in gossamer pure worsted.

Recent surveys of East, West, North, and Midwest colleges determined that campus cassiopean leisure in the majorly toward odd coats and slacks for tacky classroom attire. UMD gaudiness are right in style. I've seen some coats and slacks that are plenty odd.

Corduroys are reportedly creeping back into popularity. I consider them tops for hunting, fishing, or any other backwoods activity. After a fit of a single word. At last a book, a beautiful little book, which told a complete story without the benefit of a single word. At last "Strictly" had found the ideal book, and he sat down at once to read it.
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Will Russia Start War?
Men, Women Disagree

"Do you think Russia will start a war with us within the next 15 years?" This question was asked of 211 UMD students (163 men and 48 women), with the following results:

Men 94.3% 3.4% 2.3% 0%
Women 89% 60% 37.5% 0%

"Yes" No "No idea" Disagree

The thought-provoking query brought forth interesting comments from the students. One states that Russia doesn't start a war with us before then, we'll start one with her," and "With the clash of the two ideologies of United States and Russia, what else can you expect?" One veteran said, "We have ourselves to blame because there is another one and another one, and then there is another one, and another one." But the most popular response was "The real trouble-maker is Germany, where the two countries, Russia and United States, and are trying to agree to the establishment of one economy, and it looks impossible!"
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Lippincott Gracious in Interview; Thrills Class With Dance Lesson
By Jane Berry

Miss Gertrude Lippincott was gracious and charming in her long gown of lime green and wine as she gave a master lesson in modern dancing to the rhythm class.

The girls were thrilled. Some remarked that they wished she could stay and give them more lessons. Miss Lippincott enjoyed it and remarked that the students responded well. Mrs. Ruth Braustein assisted at the lesson. Miss Lippincott played the accompaniment.

Afterward in the auditorium Miss Lippincott granted an interview while she checked up on the stage lights for her evening performance. Chauncey Peterson, a major in social studies at UMD, was in charge of the lighting.

Miss Lippincott’s brown, shoulder-length hair was clamped at the back of her head. She spoke in a quick, friendly voice.

She also is editor of “Dance Observer,” a monthly publication devoted to contemporary dance, and is a contributing editor of “Dance” magazine. She has written articles on Dance in Education, the latest of which appeared in the “Journal of Health and Physical Education” for January, 1947. It was entitled “An Open Letter to Dance Educators.” She served as editor of Dance Section of the American Physical Education Association from 1944 to 1946.

She is married to Benjamin Lippincott, a professor of eco- nomics at the University of Minnesota. They live in Minne-

Episcopal Students Hold First Meeting
The Canterbury club for all Episcopal students of UMD, [Clubs], Lake’s hotel, met last Thursday to plan the pro-

Chemistry Grads
(Continued from page one)
"43, Nathan Ballou discovered the element Prometheum and is now doing research work on rubber under Professor Peter Debye, the chairman of the school of chemistry at Cornell, where he obtained his Ph.D. Edward Merritt, ’40, an art-

Music Department
Resumes Broadcasts
“Music for Better Listening,” a program presented by students of UMD music depart-

KPC Opens Activities With Halloween Party
The Kindergarten-Primary club opened their activities for the year with a Halloween “Get Acquainted” party, Oct. 29. New members in the department were guests.
Committees planning for the gathering at Chester Bowl club-

SEE YOU AT THE U SWING
Every Friday Night
MUSIC BY THE SOPHISTICATS

THE U SWING
9-1 A.M.
$1.50
Per Couple

THE U SWING
9-1 A.M.
$1.50
Per Couple

For Veterans Only
Allowances, Problems Solved

Mr. E. B. Wenzel, Veteran Administration Training officer, will be in room 205 on Monday and Wednesday, Nov. 10 and 12 from 8:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. to consult with veterans who have not received their subsist-

Women in Phy Ed
(Continued from page one)
teaching under emergency certifi-

Kappa Pi Sponsors Smorgasbord Supper
Art majors and minors were entertained at a smorgasbord supper at Cheston Bowl Thursday evening. Mem-

Dr. James Montgomery
Speaker To Tell Of South America
Backstage scenes of politics in South America will be the subject of the lecture given by Dr. James W. Montgomery next Monday in the UMD auditorium at 10 a.m.

Dr. Montgomery’s lecture at UMD is one of the 25 speaking engagements arranged for him by the Department of Concerts and Lectures of the University of Minnesota. This lecture tour will bring Dr. Montgomery before audiences throughout Min-

Harlan E. Wells
JEWELER
208 West First Street
Start your Christmas Shopping Early!
Watches, Diamonds
Jewelry
Silverware, Gifts
Watch and Clock Repairing
Green Stamps With Cash Purchase

Swing with the crowd to music from our record de-

Miles Music

Oh, Freddy, I forgot it was formal at the Dance

This couldn’t happen to you if you’d been to Oreck’s lately and seen those wonderfull forms!...you’d be ready anytime.
(C’ya - this is an AD)
Bulls To Meet Michigan Tech In Season's Finale

Players, Coaches Confident As Team Approaches Full Strength Game

By Ray Dahl

Houghton will be the site for Duluth's final football game of the season as they tangle with Michigan Tech eleven Tuesday.

The up and down Bulldogs will be looking for a more or less disappointing season which so far has seen some chalk but two turkeys. The Duluth eleven will be giving all their making this victory as possible to prove to many fans that they are a better team than the record indicates.

Opening the season with a drubbing 31-0 victory over Northern college, the Bulldogs gave every indication of developing into a formidable eleven, but a combination of injuries and breaks prevented them from reaching the heights expected of them.

With two weeks of rest, Coach Peterson's charges should be in fairly good physical condition by the opening kickoff.

Michigan's eleven does boast an array of fast, tricky backs who could give Duluth a bad afternoon. If the Bulldogs play anywhere near par, they should emerge victorious.

Only one senior will be on the Bulldog starting eleven and he is Dan Devine, Bulldog captain, from Proctor, Minn. Dan will be playing his last football game for the Green and Gold. The rest of the squad consists mainly of sophomores and freshmen which looks no good for Bulldog opponents in 1948. Two freshmen who will see plenty of action are Ken Turnquist, formerly of Duluth Central and Aldo Di Marki from International Falls, Minn.

Regardless of the merit placed upon Duluth's game this season it must be admitted that the team as a whole has yet to reach its peak. The Michigan Tech game may be the game for Duluth to find itself.

UMD Slays Dragon

Bemidji Thwarts Final Period

Duluth Rally To Win 12-7

By Dahl and Maki

Displaying the best form they have shown all season, the UMD Bulldogs defeated the favored Minnesota-Duluth team 12-7 in a nail-biter, which opened up in their own territory during most of the first quarter.

During the scoreless first quarter, Moorhead failed to penetrate Bulldog territory. Bemidji on the other hand, scored off a 60 yard pass from Boss on the 20 and raced for a touchdown. Jack Coons’ drop kick attempt for the extra point was blocked.

Moorhead’s final drive, started from their own five yard line. After an exchange of kicks opened the second stanza, Moorhead moved to UMD’s 12 yard line. From there they kicked a field goal to take a three point lead.

As the second half opened, the Bulldogs moved to the Moorhead two, and the Dragon line held. After the teams traded kicks, Ed Berry intercepted a Moorhead pass, and Duluth drove to the Dragon 29 at the end of the third quarter.

On the first play of the final period, Moorhead intercepted a pass from Berry on its 19 and 32 yard line. Here the teams traded kicks with a series of disasters which turned the tide in favor of Bemidji, 12-7.

A convenient list is posted on the basement bulletin board for you to sign up and participate.

WAA Plans Games

The Women's Athletic Association held a tea for all interested women in athletics at Tiedtel hall from 5 to 5 p.m. last Friday. Miss Edith Peterson and Mary Joyce were in charge of the get together and wish to have the sororities form teams of eight girls for volleyball matches.

At the last meeting, Oct. 20, Pauline Pettingill, WAA vice-president, replacing Gertrude Sladler, who is now attending college, was elected to the job of representing the women's athletic group. By Saturday, the WAA folk will be packed away and Bulldog basketball will come bounding on to the cage floor.

Practice sessions were called last Monday by head basketball coach Joe Gerlach. Five prospective hoopsters are busy getting into shape, and giving Gerlach a view of material available here at the college.

To date, most of the schedule dates have not been mapped out definitely, and there are still some straws in the wind to bring some top non-conference attractions here to Duluth. When schedule permutations, will be announced.

This season, the Minnesota Teachers College loop promises to be as good as last year. Fans well remember last season's Mankato Indians, and their conference tournament. The colors of such a splendid showing as finals in the National Inter-collegiate association playoffs in Kansas City. Most of these teams have been selected from the hardwood courts this season.

Concerning this year's Duluth team, the potential for a top squad is here. Co-captains Dale Nelson and Aldo Di Marki, both of Two Harbors, will return to play as will several other veterans of last season's predominantly sophomore club. Also, there is a wealth of new talent just up from some very successful high school teams.

BULLDOGS

By George McNamara

A SCHOOL'S ATHLETIC TEAM'S are as good as the school wants them to be. Recently the president of Fordham university said that he wanted the school and alumni to cooperate in building up athletic teams that would give the school a fighting chance. The Duluth Teachers College Rangers club arrange for rooms and part-time jobs for the athletes, both men and women. The school and the teachers college have gone out of their way to bring outstanding athletes to their school and when they are there, they see that they get part-time jobs to help them in making the best out of their four years at school.

Why can't the alumni, active organizations of UMD and even citizens of Duluth take a little time each spring to call on rooms and jobs for the athletes. You can't get away from it. A good athletic team is the fastest way to gain recognition for a school.

"FIGGER-FILBERT" Mak handled me some statistics of the games up to an including the Moorhead game. Here are they:

Duluth's ground attack has been stymied by erratic officiating, and by Duluth's ground attack has been stymied by erratic officiating, and their gridder were unable to cope with a series of disheartening breaks which turned the tide in favor of Bemidji, 12-7.

Bemidji iced the game in the second half. The Bulldogs played poorly in the second half and were stopped from scoring.

By George McNamara

MELROSE 6321

113 - 139 West Superior Street

Wahls

Melody Lane

FOR Personalized Music Service

234 W. First St. Melrose 1581

Just Arrived...

...Straight from the best of Wahl's, Wonderful variety of Colotino sweaters in colorful, off-white, and black.

Keep warm and snug in these gaudy sweaters, featuring attractive silver buttons and a pretty design. Available in your chin. Sizes 36-40.

$10.00

Sportsman Second Floor

Listen in...

TO our Radio Show Daily

From 4:15-4:30 from
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